
Welcome to the first Predictable Profits 
Insiders’ Club Newsletter of  the year!

And this month, I wanted to provide 
you with a special article about making 
Offers That Sell, so you’re converting 
more of  your existing traffic into buyers 
- a critical element of  the Predictable 
Profits formula.

Now, as I sit here and write to 
you… there is a new member of  the 
Predictable Profits family… curious, a 
strong desire to please, and a bundle of  
laughs. Meet Bruce. 

Bruce is a 2 year old rescue from the 
Humane Society and a “big love.” He 
was pulled from a kill shelter in Georgia 
10 minutes before he was scheduled to 
be euthanized, then spent 8 weeks in a 
Rhode Island shelter.

Sadly, no one wanted him – but why?

Because no one took the time to get to 
know Bruce. He’s big and he has an 
intimidating face.

They couldn’t give this dog away…

However, fortunately for Bruce – 
he had a case worker (Casey) who 
understood what was necessary in 
making an Offer That Sells. Casey sent 
me a video of  Bruce playing with 
another child, provided a detailed 
explanation of  his temperament, 
illustrated all the benefits of  adopting 

an older dog, and offered to introduce 
the dog to his family first for a clearer 
picture of  what we could expect…

It was an offer we couldn’t refuse – and 
one I’m glad I didn’t.

You see, we’re always selling… and in 
doing so, we’re always making offers. 
The difference is whether or not your 
offer will sell. That’s what this issue is 
all about…

Happy New Year!

With gratitude,
THANK YOU FOR 

SPREADING THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for our Insiders’ 
community and humbled by those 
of you who’ve taken the time to refer 
your friends, family and colleagues to 
the club. A warm and sincere thank 
you to each one of you!”
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Imagine this for a moment:

The positioning and promotion strategies you’ve 
deployed are attracting a flock of  your ideal 
customers to your store or to your website…

Naturally, you’re excited about this traffic.

Your prospects are there because they believe you 
might hold the secret to giving them the greatest 
result, value, and/or benefit possible… 
 
They want to spend money with you…

Except for one thing.

Just before they open their wallets – one thing needs 
to happen…

And it’s something that most entrepreneurs ignore.

It’s called the offer.

And not just any offer – but an  Offer That Sells.  

An Offer That Sells is the bridge between prospect 
and customer. The prospect is standing on one 
side of  the bridge, and they’ve traveled a long way; 
however, taking this leap of  faith to actually become 
a customer requires the final element of  persuasion.

This final step that can be the difference between 
a company making $100,000 a year and making 
$10,000,000 a year.

And as one of  my business coaching clients 
discovered, it’s also the difference between a 35% 
return rate… and a 2% return rate (a simple shift 
netted him over $1,000,000 in profit).

Anytime you’re selling anything to anyone, 
you’re making an offer.

Whether you’re buying groceries (“I’ll give you XX, 
if  you give me YY”) or negotiating a multimillion 
dollar consulting deal, every transaction begins 
after an offer is made. 

An offer is a very important part of  the Predictable 
Profits formula because you need to do more than 
just drive qualified traffic to your business. You need 
to convert them into customers - and once they’re 
customers, convert them into repeat buyers.

Now, in addition to the offer, a lot of  companies 
struggle because they fail to recognize the 
sophistication level of  their buyers – a concept 
revealed by Eugene Schwartz, author of  Breakthrough 
Advertising. 

Depending on what level of  sophistication your 
buyer is in, it will impact how detailed your offer is 
required to become.

The 5 stages of  market sophistication are:

Stage 1: Not a lot of  competition. Since you are 
relatively new to the world, your customer just needs 
to be reassured that you’ve got a solution that can 
help them.

Stage 2: Now that competition is increasing, you 
need to be a bit more strategic and answer the 
question: “Why you?” or “What is it about your 
product/service that’s better than the others?”

Stages 3, 4, & 5:  Competition is fierce, consumers 
are skeptical, and to win in this market, you must 

How to Make Irresistible Offers That Sell

By Charles E Gaudet II

Sale

Offer That Sells
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position your company and your offer as the obvious 
choice. A mediocre offer will not survive this market.  

Look, you can be the best copywriter in the world, 
but if  you’re in a highly competitive market and fail 
to create a powerful offer, you will fail in business.

For example, one of  the most saturated and 
competitive markets in the world is the shoe business. 
It’s highly commoditized and undifferentiated.

However, in comes a no-named, online shoe 
company in 1999 that rapidly blazed their way 

toward becoming 
a market leader. 
How’d they do it? 

Think about it – a 
Nike is a Nike is 
a Nike no matter 
where you buy it 
from.

The reason Zappos 
is a billion-dollar 
company is because 
of  their offer: free 
shipping, free returns, 
365-day return 
policy. And because 

their offer is so strong, they don’t have to discount 
their prices or be the cheapest competitor. 
 
A strong offer is an offer that sells…

A typical offer from 9 out of  10 of  entrepreneurs 
looks similar to this:

We call this a transactional offer. It’s simple horse-
trading. I’ll give you X if  you pay me Y. Change 
the name of  the company at the top and it’s nearly 
interchangeable across all their competition.

Transactions don’t inspire, persuade, or compel.

Now compare that offer to this:

The opposite of  a transactional offer is a strategic 
offer. MyPillow is guaranteed to be the most 
comfortable pillow you’ll ever own or your money 
back.

With an offer like that, why wouldn’t you give it a 
shot? What do you have to loose?

Understand this: the difference between a good offer 
and a bad one comes down to your answer to these 5 
questions:

TRANSACTIONAL QUESTIONS

1. What exactly am I buying?
2. How much will it cost me?

STRATEGIC QUESTIONS

1. How do I know I’m making a SMART 
decision?

2. How will my situation change for the 
better once I buy it?

3. Do I need to buy this right now?

Consciously or unconsciously, most buyers ask these 
questions of  themselves before making a purchase 
decision.
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The fact remains: most marketers stop after 
answering the transactional questions - “Buy my widget 
for only $X” - and wonder why they’re struggling… 

The strategic advantage goes to the marketers who 
take it a step further and provide a response to the 
three remaining questions. 

Consider this:

How many different pizza restaurants are in your 
town right now? Perhaps you get fliers and coupons 
in the mail that look like this:

This is another transactional offer.

Now, compare it Domino’s Pizza’s original offer: 

“Fresh, hot pizza delivered to your 
door in 30-minutes or it’s free.”

Which one is more compelling?

Well, as one of  my mentors likes to say: “There are 
reasons and there are results, the only thing that matters are the 
results.”

Dominos founder Tom Monaghan said the offer was 
responsible for billions in revenue. If  it wasn’t for a 
stupid lawsuit in 1993 that forced them to stop using 
this offer, they’d likely still be using it today.

Again, you can drive all the traffic you want to your 
business, but if  you don’t have a strong enough offer, 
you’re going to lose customers and clients.

As another mentor of  mine says, a good rule of  
thumb is to: 

“Make your offer so compelling that it’s 
easier for someone to say ‘YES!’ to your 

offer than it is   to say ‘No!’”

^Think about that last sentence for a moment.^

As it sits right now, is your offer so good that it’s 
easier for your prospect to say “YES!” or “no”?

If  you’re only presenting people with a clear cut: 
“This is what I’m offering, and this is how much it costs” 
– you’re hardly making an irresistible offer with 
such a statement. 

And if  this is your offer, you’ll likely find yourself  
stuck in a situation where the only way you’ll make 
the sale is to compete on price. After all, what other 
reason are you giving your prospect to do business 
with you other than price?

Transactional thinking is NOT the way to 
achieve premium prices. You must think 
strategically.

With the first strategic question - “How do I know 
I’m making a smart decision?” - prospects want to 
know:

• Am I buying this product/service for a fair 
price?

• How do I know this will provide me with the 
result I’m after?

• What happens if  I’m not satisfied?
• What happens if  I have questions or need 

support?
• Can I trust the company?
• Why you and not something or someone else?

Remember, the more sophisticated your market, the 
more detailed you’ll need to make your offer.  

Likewise, you need to present more information to 
compel a prospect than you would for an existing 
(and active) customer.

Let’s quickly address each one these:
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Am I buying this product/service for a fair price?

Many retail stores answer this question with a “Price 
Match Guarantee” (Best Buy) or “Guaranteed Low 
Prices… If  any competitor tries, we’ll beat their 
price by 10% Guaranteed.” (Home Depot)

Those work well when you’re dealing with 
commodities… 

However, competing on price inevitably 
results in a race to the bottom. It’s a very 
dangerous proposition. No company ever – 
throughout history - has ever succeeded in the long 
term by competing on price. No one. 

(Need more proof ? Watch the presentation in the 
members area called: “Escaping the Commodity 
Trap”).

So, what can you offer your prospects to convince 
them that you’re selling your product/service at a 
fair price?

A powerful question I commonly ask my business 
coaching clients is:

“What needs to happen in order for 
you to charge premium pricing for your 
product/service, and still have clients 

lined up to do business with you?”

Really think about this: 

• What’s something your customer wants that no 
one else is giving them?  

• What can you do for your customers and 
clients that gives them a better experience than 
your competition? 

• Can you offer faster shipping, better training, 
more convenience, greater 
selection, bigger quantity, 
quicker turnaround, peace of  
mind, or faster results?
• What bonuses or special 
add-ons can you give them?

The stronger your answer to 
these questions, the less price 
becomes an issue and the more 
attractive your offer. A strong 
offer makes price almost 
irrelevant.

My family and I really enjoy 
going to Disney World. A 5-day ticket into the theme 
park costs $315 (not cheap). However, this gives us 
access to an amazing amount of  performances, rides, 
parades, etc. all tied into an experience. And they 
don’t do anything half-ass – they take it to a whole 
other level. We feel that Disney spends more money 
creating a “magical experience” for us than the 
money we gave them for the ticket. 

Positioning strategies also play a big role in price 
perception. I pay my attorney a whopping $500 an 
hour, even though I could go down the street and 
work with an attorney for $125 an hour. What’s the 
difference? My attorney was named “Best Lawyer in 
America” for his specialty.

Also, adding elements like organic, higher quality 
materials, more convenience, 24x7 support, etc. – 
any desired elements with high perceived value - also 
increases your overall value proposition.

You see, when people look at your offer and compare 
that to the price of  doing business with you – you 
want them to think they’re getting more value from 
you than they’re paying for.  

^ Read that last sentence again. ^
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How do I know this will provide me with the result 
I’m after?

Testimonials, social proof, case studies, awards, 
and recognitions will answer this question. Ideally, 
you would have had the opportunity to prove this 
to them during the nurturing process, but many 
customers desperate for a solution bypass nurturing 
and immediately go right to the offer.

Additionally, show your prospect that you’re willing 
to put your money where you mouth is… which 
brings us to the next question:

What happens if I’m not satisfied?

In the Domino’s example, if  your pizza wasn’t 
delivered in 30 minutes or less, it was free. That’s 
called risk reversal.

I worked with a coaching client to create an offer 
that says something like: 

“Buy this service for $2,495 and keep it for a year. If  it’s 
not everything we promised and you didn’t get a result you’re 
happy with – we’ll refund your purchase 100%, plus give 
you an extra $500 for putting your faith in us.”

...Making the offer more irresistible, persuasive, 
and compelling - AND providing another reason 
someone would be more willing to pay premium 
pricing for this service.

Here’s an example from my own company:

If  you’re accepted into my Platinum Business 
Coaching program, the guarantee is simple. You 
accomplish the mutually agreed upon action items, 
and if  you’re not happy with the result you achieved 
at the end of  our agreement, I’ll work with you at no 
cost until you’re satisfied.

Take the risk out of  doing business with you.

Jay Abraham, a marketing wizard, said your 
guarantee should be so strong it makes you squirm.  

Trust that if  you deliver a good product and service, 
most people won’t take you up on your guarantee – 

and for those that do, any refunds you have will be 
greatly outweighed by the increase in sales as a result 
of  such a bold offer.

Think about it… 

Could you offer be bolder Nordstrom’s policy of  
taking care of  customers… no matter what? Or LL 
Beans lifetime satisfaction guarantee? Or Power 
Control Services lifetime warranty for each repaired 
piece of  equipment, so that their customers are 
guaranteed to never have to pay for that type of  
repair again?

You want to be bolder than your competition. If  
your competition has no guarantee, consider offering 
one. If  theirs is 15-day, make yours 30. If  theirs is 30, 
make yours 60… Or even a year… Or even lifetime!  

Test it out and see what works for you.

If  you really want to be bold, take the risk upon 
yourself  with a risk reversal offer. If  you or your 
product doesn’t perform, what can you do to leave 
your customer better off doing business with you 
than never trying you in the first place? Can they 
keep the bonus without having to ship it back to you? 
Will you pay for return shipping? Will you give them 
additional money back? An extra service? What can 
you do?

Here are some guarantees to consider:

• Time limited guarantees (15 day, 30 day, 60 
days, 1 year)

• Lifetime guarantees
• Money Back PLUS guarantees (100% money 

back guarantee, plus additional compensation 
if  the product or service didn’t work out for 
you)

• Double your money back guarantees
• Guaranteed buy-back offers (this is where 

you guarantee, typically within a certain time 
frame, that you’ll buy back your customer’s 
purchase for the price they paid for it - typical 
for investment type purchases)

• No questions asked guarantees
• Performance-based guarantees (this is where 

you guarantee your service only if  the client 
puts the service to use. An example of  this 
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guarantee would be “LifeLock.” Their 
guarantee reads: 
“LifeLock works to help stop identity theft 
before it happens by taking proactive steps to 
reduce your risk, but if  you become a victim 
of  identity theft while you are a LifeLock 
member because of  some failure or defect in 
our service, contact us and we will act on your 
behalf  to repair any damage. We will spend 
up to $1 million to hire lawyers, investigators, 
consultants, and whatever else it takes to restore 
your name and help you recover the direct 
losses from the identity theft.”

What happens if I have questions or need support?

How many times have you purchased a product and 
it broke, didn’t work as expected, or had missing 
parts? Have you ever invested in a service and had 
questions?

We’ve all encountered similar situations, and at 
times, it’s very frustrating.

Depending on the nature of  your product/service, 
your prospects want to be reassured that if  they get 
stuck, you’ll have their back - making it easy for them 
to get the answers and support they need.

Can I trust the company?

Sadly, as the Edelman’s Trust Barometer confirms, 
when it comes to trust – you’re immediately at a 
disadvantage. In fact, they reported that fewer than 
one in five people trust business leaders to tell the 
truth when confronted with a difficult issue. 

Creating trust becomes a competitive advantage.

Now, I want you to think about the buying and 
selling process as a bit like dating. When you meet 
someone for the first time, you lock eyes, 
feel chemistry, and decide you’d like to get 
to know one another a little better – so you 
take things one step at a time. You don’t say: 
“Hi, I’m Charlie. Marry me?” and expect a 
positive response.

Ideally, you’ve already established trust along the 
journey that brought your prospect to this point… 

However, there are ways to further establish trust by 
minimizing the commitment level, done by offering:

• Free samples 
• Reduced pricing for samples
• “Try it. If  you like it, keep it!” offers
• Sample lessons
• Introductory discounts

 
And so forth. 
 
Guarantees (as mentioned above) are also another 
way to build ever-important trust.

Why you and not something or someone else?

Claude Hopkins, one of  the greatest marketers of  all 
times, says:

“Platitudes and generalities roll off the 
human understanding like water off a 

duck’s back. They make no impression 
whatsoever.”

That’s the difference between saying things like: 
“We have the best service!” and “If  you’re not 100% 
satisfied, we’ll pick up the widget at your location, 
provide you with a loaner for free, fix it, and return it 
back to you within 24 hours.”  

The former, being vague, can be repeated by nearly 
every one of  your competitors… The latter is 
specific and unique to your company.

So, what is unique about what you’re asking people 
to buy? Why you? 

Here’s a page from ExxonMobil:
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Just reading it gives me a headache. It’s a 
meaningless cliché that’s all about them – not you.

Now compare that to Telsa, a company who 
provides many unique advantages – one of  them 
being:

Rosser Reeves, an advertising legend, says each offer 
“must be one the competition either cannot, 
or does not, offer.”

Again, if  you’re selling two exact widgets – 
without any differentiating factor – you’re selling a 
commodity. As a result, you’re in for a race to the 
bottom, as it’s going to be the cheapest seller than 
wins the sale.

However, to make a true offer that sells, you add 
a differentiating factor that helps your prospect 
understand they’re making a smart decision buying 
from you - even if  you’re a little more money than 
your competition.  

Remember this: W.I.I.F.M.  (What’s In It For Me?) 

Don’t make the offer about you  – rather, make it 
about them.  

The next of  the strategic questions is: 

4. How will my situation change for the better 
once I buy it?

 
You want to clearly articulate an understanding of  
your client’s problem and paint a picture of  success 
for your prospect. 

If  you’re selling a financial education program to 
an older market, success may come in the form of  a 
program to create a consistent income so they can:

• Maintain their current lifestyle

• Leave a legacy for their grandchildren
• Never have to worry about jumping back into 

the workforce
 
Are you following me?

What are the biggest results your 
product or service can offer to 
your prospect?

Kevin Hallenbeck, a Sandler Sales 
Trainer, used this technique to 
let me know that I’d never have 
to feel like a slimy salesperson, 

never waste hours of  my time trying to close a deal 
with an unqualified prospect that goes nowhere, and 
confidently enter a sales situation without worrying 
about making “my next move.”

Simply tell them: here’s your problem and here’s 
how your life will be better when working with us.

5. Do I need to buy this right now?

Lastly, a good Offer That Sells gives your prospect a 
reason to buy right now - because left on their own, 
your prospect will procrastinate.

This is one of  the most common elements of  an 
offer that is often ignored, forgotten, or eliminated.

It’s a tactic commonly referred to as “scarcity.”   

Plain and simple: the fear of  missing out sells more.

I was at the Kittery Trading Post and noticed a 
massive crowd buying guns. Jokingly, I asked the 
sales person: “Are you giving them away for free?” 

His response was: “We 
can hardly keep our guns 
in stock - people think 
Obama’s going to make 
it harder to buy a gun, 
so they’re buying them 
now.”

Amazon uses this strategy 
by letting you know when 
an item is limited:
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You can limit the offer by making it time or quantity limited. However (remember the trust issue we mentioned 
earlier), when you so this – stick to your guns. Don’t say: “It’s only available until January 1” and give people the 
ability to continue buying. Be transparent – just as Amazon is – there’s 8 left in stock, but more are on the way.

Here’s another time limited example:

Now remember, if  you have an evergreen product 
or service, it doesn’t mean you have to stop selling 
your product. You can create scarcity with the offer 
by potentially removing certain bonuses or other 
“special” additions.

Other ways to use scarcity include:

• Introductory Offers

• Charter Memberships

• New Product/Beta Offers

• “Anniversary Edition”

Notice how Disney uses a different theme each 
year? This gives people a reason to come - whether 
it’s Mickey’s magical celebration or a 100 year 
anniversary… There’s always a reason to come and 
see what’s new before it’s gone.

ADDITIONAL COMPELLING INCENTIVES

Let’s say you’ve made your offer persuasive and your 
prospect is ready to buy. The only thing stopping 
them is the price…

No problem.

There are many proven ways to make this easy for 
your prospect. They are:

• Offer Financing: Whether you’re using 
PayPal’s BillMeLater option, striking a deal 
with a bank, or doing the financing yourself  
– financing is a great tool. In fact, Atlantic 
Builders out of  Massachusetts offers financing 
for select commercial clients – a strategy his 
competitors were unwilling to offer – and this 
helped them win several multimillion dollar 
contracts.
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• Installment Terms: Take a page from QVC. 
Rather than one large payment, what about a 
multi-pay option?

• Pay-For-Performance: Perhaps you charge 
a percentage of  the result you attain for a client 
or let then pay only for what they use…

• Quantity Discounts: If  your client will 
commit to a longer term or a larger quantity, 
consider offering a discount.

The stronger your offer, the stronger your sales.

Offers That Sell: A Checklist 

To create your Offer That Sells, you need to ask 
yourself  the following questions. Put yourself  in the 
position of  your customer, and make sure that your 
offer answers each of  the following.

First, the easy ones:

TRANSACTIONAL QUESTIONS

1. What exactly am I buying?
2. How much will it cost me?

And then the not-so-easy ones:

STRATEGIC QUESTIONS

3. How do I know I’m making a SMART 
decision?

To be sure you’ve really checked this item off your 
list, you’ll need ensure your prospects have a clear 
answer to each of  the following:

• Am I buying this product/service for a fair 
price?

• How do I know this will provide me with the 
result I’m after?

• What happens if  I’m not satisfied?
• What happens if  I have questions or need 

support?
• Can I trust the company?
• Why you and not something or someone else?

4. How will my situation change for the 
better once I buy it?

5. Do I need to buy this right now?

Each time you develop a new offer (or tweak your 
existing one), go through this checklist to ensure that 
your prospects have all the info they need to make 
a decision. When you provide and Offer That Sells, 
your customers can purchase with confidence.

Don’t Forget to Log Into Your 
Exclusive Members’ Area for More 

Tips & Resources!

http://members.predictableprofits.com
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As a business owner or entrepreneur, it’s easy to focus your marketing on common persuasion principles like 
reciprocity, scarcity, or social proof. After all, these concepts have been crammed down our throats since the 
dawn of  commerce.

Sometimes, however, you need to shake things up a bit to keep your marketing interesting.

So, here are four not-so-common ways to take advantage of  the mind’s natural tendencies to persuade more 
prospects.

1. Incorporate unexpected words into your messaging

Look at the following images. Which one would you have an easier time describing to a friend 30 days from 
now? 

Without question, you can’t forget the first image (my apologies for giving it a permanent place in your brain).

Your ability to easily recall odd items ties into a theory called the “bizarreness effect.” To apply this concept to 
your messaging, simply combine unexpected or unusual words with common phrasing. 

Author and mail-order advertising legend Joe Karbo was brilliant in using this trick when he titled his book The 
Lazy Man’s Way to Riches. 

In fact, Karbo supposedly wrote the first ad for his book before he even wrote the book itself. He then tested his 
idea with an ad in a single publication. 

The response was so overwhelming, he had to refund all the orders. 

4 Psychological Tricks to Help You Persuade More Prospects

By Insiders’ Club Member, Tom Trush
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He then took the next 6 weeks to actually write the 
book.

2. Position critical information early and late in 
your content

Read through these 10 benefits of  running:

Now that you’ve gone through each one, look away 
and jot down the benefits you remember.

Go ahead, it’ll only take a few seconds…

Okay, so which ones were easiest to recall?

My guess is the benefits at the beginning and end 
found a spot on your list - while those in 
the middle were forgotten…

This is known as the serial position 
effect. Use it to your advantage 
by placing your most critical 
information near the top and 
bottom of  your content, especially 
when you use lists. 

You might want to draw attention to 
a big benefit… A thought that piques 
curiosity… A special offer… An 
interesting idea… An unknown fact… A 
surprise promise… 
 
Whatever the case, you now know where 
this information will have the greatest 
impact.

3. Repeat and keep what’s important

So, how’s this for crazy?

You’re well aware that repetition can 
help you remember a point, but what 
might surprise you is that repetition can 
also make a point more believable – even 
if  it’s not true.

Of  course, politicians know this. They 
repeat themselves so often that their 
speeches eventually start sounding the 
same. 

This concept also carries over to music. 
Ever notice how a song you didn’t like at 
first eventually becomes tolerable?
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That’s because our brains like patterns. Repetition 
creates a pattern that draws attention and a sense of  
familiarity.

According to psychologist Jeremy Dean, who is also 
a researcher at University College London (and 
runs the incredibly awesome PsyBlog), people have 
maximum confidence in an idea after hearing it 3-5 
times.

“Because TV adverts are repeated many more times 
than this, advertisers now use subtle variations in 
the ads to recapture our attention,” he added. “This 
is an attempt to avoid the fact that while familiarity 
can breed liking, over-familiarity tends to breed 
contempt.”

Mastercard is a prime example of  a company that 
varies its messaging, but keeps the same theme. It’s 
“Priceless” campaign has been running for 19 years!

No doubt, you’re familiar with the tagline: “There 
are some things money can’t buy. For everything else, 
there’s MasterCard.”   
 
4. Sell with stories

 
In a recent Carnegie Mellon University study, 
researchers compared the effects of  marketing 
with story vs. data. Their first pitch used facts and 
statistics about food and water shortages, while the 
second one told the story of  a starving girl – Rokia – 
and showed her picture.

Subjects who read the story donated nearly twice as 
much as those who received the fact-based approach. 
Surprisingly, even when statistics were added in 
the story, donations collected were far less than the 
version with just the story alone.

In December, I read an article that told the story of  
Donovan Janus. You probably don’t recognize the 
name, but you may know the software he created – 
17hats. 

Janus came up with the idea for 17hats after 
watching his wife struggle with her growing 

photography business. The bigger the business 
became, the more trouble she had managing the 
mundane tasks that kept it going.

So, Janus created a software, specifically for solo 
entrepreneurs, to help them create quotes for clients, 
keep bookkeeping in order, and manage contracts 
and invoices. Or, as the 17hats website describes 
it, Janus built “the all-in-one business system for 
entrepreneurs.”

After reading the article, I came across several videos 
of  entrepreneurs telling their stories of  how 17hats 
solved their business struggles. 

Within just minutes, I went from not knowing the 
company existed to signing up for a year of  service. 

And I wasn’t alone…

In just its first year, 17hats picked up 10,000 paying 
users and generated $2 million in subscription 
revenue.

Tom Trush is a Phoenix, Ariz.-based direct-response 
copywriter who helps business owners craft lead-
capturing marketing materials. His latest book, 
Escape the Expected: The Secret Psychology 
of  Selling to Today’s Skeptical Consumers, is 
now available at Amazon.com and wherever books 
are sold, as well as at http://www.escapetheexpected.
com. More of  his educational articles, videos, and 
expert interviews are available on his website at 
http://www.writewaysolutions.com.
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Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the “Ask 
Charlie!” button inside of  their Members’ Area to hit him 

with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or business building 
questions… and, who knows, your question might be answered 

right here in the very next newsletter!

QUESTION: “Charlie, it appears you like using long sales 
letters, and I presume there’s a reason why - but I’ve got to be 
honest, I hate long sales letters. Why not use short ones?”

ANSWER:

This is a GREAT 
question!

The debate between 
long and short form 
sales letters has been 
going on for decades…

Here’s the answer: make 
it only as long as it needs 
to be.

Let me explain…

The purpose of  copy is to sell – this involves 
educating the prospect, answering objections, and 
making an offer.

For a simple email opt-in form, it really doesn’t 
require a lot of  persuasion. A simple one-liner (like 
in the example below) achieved opt-in rates greater 
than 50%.

On the other hand, if  I were to charge for email 

access (even if  it was a single dollar), I would need 
to explain why it’s worth the risk (and the effort) of  
whipping out your credit card to complete the order; 
therefore, my copy would be longer.

Look, if  I’m writing an offer to a group of  buyers 
who already know me, it’s possible that shorter copy 
would work better than it would with a cold audience 
unaware of  who I am. Likewise, selling pimple cream 
is a lot easier than selling a $4,500 financial projection 
software.

Look, at the end of  the day, you’ll hear many different 
opinions citing various results. I can only speak from 
experience. Any time I’m asking someone for money, 
long copy outperforms short copy. Why? Because 
people read what they’re interested in…

My longest sales copy to date is a 72-page direct mail 
digest to sell a simple $97 item. Did it work? You 
betcha.

I understand why you might hate reading long copy 
(many people do). However, as you likely heard me 
say a million times: “There are reasons and there are results, 
the only thing that matters are the results.”

Test both. Let the results speak for themselves.

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of  PredictableProfits.com  

Ask Charlie!
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THIS MONTH’S ACTION STEPS FOR DOMINATING YOUR MARKET

BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

1 2 3 4

6 7 8 9

WE’RE 
ALWAYS 
SELLING

In a way, we 
make offers in 

our business and 
personal lives all 

the time. Do yours 
get right to the 
point? Are they 

irresistible?
(PAGE 1) 

NOT JUST ANY 
OFFER

Anyone can put 
something up for 

sale… But the way 
you present your 

product or service 
will make all the 
difference in how 

potential customers 
react to your offer.

(PAGE 2)

THE FINAL 
STEP

Your positioning 
can be impeccable, 

your promotion 
strategy flawless… 

You can have 
would-be 

customers flocking 
to you in droves, 

but they’ll all stop 
short if  your offer 

isn’t top notch.
(PAGE 2)

LEVELS OF 
SOPHISTICATION

The more 
sophisticated your 

prospect (and 
product), the more 
sophisticated your 
offer must be. The 
more complex the 
industry, the more 
competition, the 
better your offer 

must be.
(PAGE 2)

GOING 
BEYOND 

TRANSACTION
“Buy X for Y 

amount of  money” 
is the simplest offer 

a company can 
make, and will be 

brushed of  as such. 
Transactional 

offers don’t provide 
much incentive… 

Go above and 
beyond!

(PAGE 4)

DON’T RACE 
TO THE 

BOTTOM
People want to 
make sure they 
are spending 
their money 

wisely, but instead 
of  convincing 
prospects that 
your product is 
worth the price, 
demonstrate so 
much value that 
price becomes a 

non-issue!
(PAGE 5)

LEVERAGE 
PSYCHOLOGY
Our brains have 

some funny 
habits - and we’re 

ALL subject to 
them! If  they’re 

so universal, why 
not incorporate 

the most 
beneficial into 
your marketing 

messages?
(PAGE 11)

THE POWER 
OF STORY
Hard data has 
its purpose, but 

people are moved 
by stories they 
can personally 

identify with. Are 
you offering bland 

facts, or telling 
rich story to your 

prospects?
(PAGE 13)

5

10

THE RIGHT 
QUESTIONS
To know if  your 

offer really stands 
up, you have to put 

yourself  in your 
prospect’s shoes. 

Several important 
questions will be 

asked of  any offer 
- do you have the 

answers?
(PAGE 3)

THE RIGHT 
COPY

Using short copy 
and long copy 
for your sales 
presentations 

both have their 
uses. Depending 
on scenario, each 
can be a powerful 

approach. As 
always, test, test, 

test!
(PAGE 14)
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Members Only Announcements

Insiders are proud to support:
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• February gives you many “reason why” 
holidays for creating a number of  different 
marketing campaigns – there’s always a reason 
to reach out to your customers!

FEBRUARY

February 2nd - Groundhog Day

February 4th - Facebook’s Birthday

February 9th - Mardi Gras

February 14th - Batman Sticker Day

February 15th - Presidents Day

February 18th - Eat Ice Cream for Breakfast Day

February 22nd - National Margarita Day

February 25th - National Chili Day

February 27th - Open That Bottle Night

February 28th - National Tooth Fairy Day

FEBRUARY 
WEEKLY OBSERVANCES

1st - 7th - African Heritage & Health Week

2nd - 8th - Publicity for Profit Week

7th - 12th - Just Say No to PowerPoint Week

14th - 20th - International Flirting Week

20th - 27th - National Entrepreneurship Week

21st - 27th - National Pancake Week

FEBRUARY 
WEEKLY OBSERVANCES

American Heart Month

International Expect Success Month

National Black History Month

National Haiku Writing Month

Responsible Pet Owner’s Month

Youth Leadership Month
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Good reasons beget good profits. Check 
February’s calendar posted inside of  the 
Insiders’ Club Members’ Area online.

• Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club 
Exclusive Members’ Area for more business 
growing tips and information! If  you have 
not received your username and password, 
please email Charlie’s assistant Mike (mike@
predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get that out to 
you as quickly as possible. This is a WIP (work 
in progress), and we’ll constantly be adding 
more material to massively increase the value 
of  your membership.

Ways to Maximize Your 
Predictable Profits Experience

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation 
Only. Must demonstrate proficiency in the 
Predictable Profits Methodology and have an 
annual income of  $1,000,000 or more. 

Centurion-Level Pay-For-Performance 
Consulting:  Application Only.  Must have 
annual revenues in excess of  $1,000,000. This 
is where Charlie will create, design, and work 
with you to deploy these marketing strategies 
directly into your business for a small retainer 
and a percentage of  the profit he’s able to 
achieve for you.

Platinum Business Coaching: Application 
Only. Receive an individualized, custom 
session dedicated towards understanding and 
creating actionable strategies to grow your 
business and dominate your marketplace.  

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:
• Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter
• Quarterly Group Presentation
• Restricted Access Website
• Exclusive Members’ Only Blog
• PLUS MORE!
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